P3 SYSTEM
MULTI-SITE
P3 is an online access control system for single
or multiple sites. IP connectivity gives easy
reach to sites that can be anywhere in the
world.

CONTROL
The PC based software allows live changes to
be made to access profiles; you can enable/
disable users with just a few clicks.

ACCOUNTABILITY
All activity on the system is monitored and recorded. A wide selection of point and click reports are then available to drill down onto that
valuable information.

SCALABLE
P3 systems are scalable from small to large
systems; with capacity for up to 10,000 card
holders and 65,000 doors.

FLEXIBLE
With a wide range of readers and credentials to
choose from these systems are ideal almost any
application: Health, Leisure, Commercial, Banking, Building Site and Cash Handling.

INTEGRATION
Credential, Hardware and Software level integration with other systems including membership management, T & A software, Lift Controls,
Cashless vending etc…
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LAN/WAN (IP addressable): This makes use of
the customer’s existing data network. The P3.net
connects into a standard RJ45, 10/100 Base T
network point and uses UDP/IP to communicate
with the server PC.



GPRS (IP addressable): for mobile and difficult to
reach applications.

Connectivity Options
To extend the reach of the P3 system three methods
of connectivity are provided:


USB: Using the 3107 P3 USB to 485 adapter, the
server PC can be connected to the P3 network
with 1Km reach.

t: 0191 271 6344

Distributed Intelligence
The P3 access controller is designed with the
flexibility to be programmed both stand alone
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and from a PC. This means the controller can be
installed and operational even before the network and
PC are available.

FEATURES
 Fully Distributed Intelligence
 65,000 Doors
 10,000 Card Holders
 2000 Event Log Memory
 125 Access Levels per site
 32 Time Zones per site

CONTROLLER FEATURES:
 Stand Alone & Online Operation
 12V 5A Charger PSU
 Non-Volatile Memory (40 years)
 On-board Real-Time Clock
 “Fail Secure” or “Fail Safe “Lock







Drive
Second General Purpose Relay
Fire & Intruder Inputs
Connectivity: RS 232, USB,
Ethernet (IP) & GPRS
2 x Standard Reader Interfaces
1 Dedicated Keyboard Interface
Progeny Touch Switch Compatible

Scalable
The system architecture allows for expansion without
any major overhead in equipment.

Distributed Intelligence
The on-board memory of each controller stores all the
access control information for a given door.

operation even when isolated from the PC or the
remainder of the network.

Charger Power Supply
The 12V 5A Charger power supply has space for a
standard 12V 6AHr Sealed Lead acid battery (not
supplied).

P3.net IP Addressable (Ethernet) Access
Control
P3.net make use of standard Ethernet local area
network connections to communicate with the central
access control server PC. Each P3.net has an RJ45
socket and uses the UDP/IP protocol with very little
data bandwidth. This can make use of an existing
network, or a separately installed dedicated network.

P3 Lift Controller
The P3 Lift Controllers are available as either 2 floor,
2 shaft controllers (3007-2F) or 4 floor, 2 shaft
controllers (3007-4F). The lift controllers can be
added to an existing P3 system allowing for lift access
to be controlled with a single reader in the lift cab.

P3.SIM (System Integration Module)
SIM stands for Systems Integration Module and is not
to be confused with your mobile phone SIM. The P3
SIM is available in two forms. The P3 SIM has a built
in power supply, 16 inputs and 16 relay outputs.
These are primarily designed to be general purpose
input and output.
Server based features in the Doors Enterprise
Software can then make use of these inputs and
outputs for:






Fire Door Monitoring
CCTV DVR Integration
Alarm Condition Notification
Car Park Full Indications
Many more…

Choice of reader Technology
Card reader type can be selected from, “Mag Stripe”,
“Proximity”, and “Biometric”. P3 will interface to 35
standard reader technologies plus the ability to define
custom formats through the advanced engineers
menu.

2000 Event Memory
Each controller has its own real time clock and event
log memory to allow for the system to continue
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P3.SIM (Input Only)
The P3 SIM Inputs have 16 inputs and 1 relay output.
These are primarily designed to be general purpose
input. Most of the functionality comes from server
based features such as triggers and alarms. The P3
SIM provides a good means of monitoring fire doors
that do not have access control connected. The inputs can be programmed to be inverted or not, allowing “normally closed” or “normally open” contacts to
be connected

3001

P3 Product Codes
P3 Controller with 5A PSU (1 Door)

3001D

P3 Controller with 5A PSU (2 Door)

3002

P3.net Controller with 5A PSU (1 Door)

3002D

P3.net Controller with 5A PSU (2 Door)

3004

P3.SIM (16 inputs and 16 Outputs)

3004-IN P3.SIM (16 Inputs and 1 Output)
3006

P3.GPRS Controller (1 Door)

3007-2F P3 Lift Controller (2 Floor, 2 Shaft)
3007-4F P3 Lift Controller (4 Floor, 2 Shaft)
3107

P3 USB Interface

3109

P3 Software: Doors Enterprise
Readers & Credentials
Choose from any of the Progeny range of
Keyboards, Readers and Credentials
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